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AI financial coach Zuper is becoming a bank 
 
Source: https://www.geld-digital.de/news/ki-finanzcoach-zuper-wird-zur-bank/ 
 
July 18, 2018  - At the end of last week, Zuper, a provider of an artificial intelligence financial 
coaching app, announced the acquisition of the online ID service provider verify-U AG. The 
transaction is expected to be completed by the end of October. Zuper wants to develop the 
services of verify-U further and maintain the location in Mainz-Kastel. But how does the 
planned acquisition fit into Zuper's core product?  
 
At the request of Geld-Digital, Zuper CEO Alexey Rubtsov explains the strategic background: 
"Zuper does not require any services from verify-U currently. However, we would like to offer 
banking services to our users in the future. For this we need an identity check, "says Rubtsov. 
In the medium term, the Zuper app will be expanded to include banking services such as smart 
savings or instant loans. Therefore, the Munich-based company acquires its own banking 
license. 
 
"Good conditions for successful cooperation" 
 
The CEO attaches great potential to the core business of Verify-U, especially given the growing 
importance of digital solutions to identify customers. Since verify-U offers approved products 
from BaFin and also offers solutions for other European markets, the company fits in with 
Zuper. Rubtsov already has plans for digital identification solutions: "Zuper has a strong design 
and user experience team, a deep understanding of the market, and extensive technical 
knowledge. These are good conditions for successful cooperation. However, we will put both 
the verify-U brand and the user interface to the test, "explains the Zuper CEO. 
 
In addition to banks and insurance companies, which usually ask for digital identification 
solutions, Zuper also sees demand from other companies for identification solutions: "In 
addition to large companies such as AirBnB, to smaller companies that need age verification, 
for example for games or content: The need to quickly and reliably identify users and prevent 
fraud is growing, "summarizes Rubtsov. 
 
 Transaction brings Zuper brings 2.9 million customers 
 
For the teams of Zuper and verify-U should change little in the future. According to the current 
state of affairs, both companies will remain, and no employees will have to change jobs. "We 
want to make sure that both companies benefit from the skills and network connections that 
each company has developed separately," explains Rubtsov. In addition to its technology and 
the employees in Mainz, verify-U has 2.9 million customers, to whom the services of Zuper 
will also be available in the future. 
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